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Abstract

source of inductive power. The low cost and high convenience value of RFIDs give them a potential for massive deployment, and it is expected that they will soon
outnumber all other computing device types. Consequently, RFIDs are increasingly used in applications
that interface with information security functions.
RFIDs are a challenging platform from an information assurance standpoint. Their extremely limited
computational capabilities imply that traditional distributed multi-party computation techniques for securing communication protocols are not feasible, and instead that lightweight approaches must be considered.
Yet the privacy and security requirements of RFID applications can be quite significant. Ultimately, these
should be accomplished with as rigorous a view of security as other types of applications.
The goal of this paper is to consider unlinkably
anonymous authentication protocols for secure RFID
applications that:

This paper examines two unlinkably anonymous,
simple RFID identification protocols that require only
the ability to evaluate hash functions and generate
random values, and that are provably secure against
Byzantine adversaries.
The main contribution is a universally composable
security model tuned for RFID applications. By making specific setup, communication, and concurrency
assumptions that are realistic in the RFID application
setting, we arrive at a model that guarantees strong
security and availability properties, while still permitting the design of practical RFID protocols. We
show that the two previously proposed protocols are
provably secure within the new security model. Our
proofs do not employ random oracles—the protocols
are shown to be secure in the standard model under
the assumption of existence of pseudo-random function families.
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1. are provably secure under a strong adversarial
model, and that remain secure under universal
composition with arbitrary applications.
2. are computationally lightweight, taking into consideration the hardware-imposed constraints of
the platform.

Introduction

Radio Frequency Identification Devices (RFIDs)
were initially developed as very small electronic hardware components having as their main function to
broadcast a unique identifying number upon request.
The simplest types of RFIDs are passive tags, that
do not contain a power source, and are incapable of
autonomous activity. These devices are powered by
the reader’s radio waves, and the antenna doubles as a

3. are scalable to a large volume of devices

1.1

Why UC-style security?

In this section, we argue that UC-style security is
needed in the context of RFID applications. We illus1

to protocol runs in the ideal world, and shows that
honest parties cannot distinguish real and ideal protocol executions. The above formulation was outlined
by Beaver [5, 4, 3], and extended by Canetti as the
universal composability framework [6, 7, 8]. It has
also been ported to a modular, formal models-type approach called reactive systems, which emphasizes independent analysis of cryptography and communication layers, by Pfitzmann and Waidner [24, 25].
Formal modeling of protocols and cryptographic
primitives via real vs. ideal simulations is an increasingly respected paradigm for the analysis of multiparty protocols, including authentication and keyexchange [11, 18, 10], zero-knowledge proofs [9, 12],
and the universe of cryptographic primitives [22].
More recently, an RFID privacy-oriented protocol has
been proven secure in a strong real/ideal setting [1].

trate with examples of RFID authentication protocols
that are provably secure in restricted models and that
yet fail to provide adequate security under realistic attacks.
The first example is based on variants of the HB
protocol, introduced in [19]. The HB protocol can be
shown to be secure against passive adversaries by reduction to the so-called “Learning Parity with Noise”
(LPN) problem. To achieve security against active adversaries, the HB protocol was adapted to include challenges from both readers and tags, leading to the HB+
protocol, which can be proven secure against active
adversaries [20] in a simplified model where the adversary is a malicious reader attacking a single honest
tag. The proof has been generalized to a parallel and
concurrent setting in [21], by showing that rewinding
techniques in the original security proof ([20]) are not
necessary. All of these security results are established
in a simple attack model, and cannot be held as providing evidence that the scheme is secure in practical
applications, where the adversary may communicate
with both readers and tags simultaneously. Indeed,
man-in-the-middle attacks do exist [16] and result in
a total protocol break.
The second example is based on a new scheme,
named YA-TRAP [26], that uses timestamps. As
pointed out by G. Tsudik, an adversarial reader may
provide an expurious future time as the current timestamp, causing the tag to become fully or temporarily
incapacitated. We describe herein a solution (first introduced in [13]) that addresses this issue without additional computational burden on the tag and/or extra bandwidth requirements, solving an open problem
posed by G. Tsudik in that paper. Furthermore, this
and related issues are captured directly in our security
model via the availability requirement for RFID protocols, as described in Section §3.
The above examples provide evidence that comprehensive security models are relevant in the context of
RFID application. In this paper we formulate security in terms of indistinguishability between real and
ideal protocol simulations. This formalism is based on
the premise that one should first define an ideal functionality for the protocol—i.e., how to achieve security
in an ideal world where the honest parties have a secure communication channel to a trusted party. Then,
one constructs a reduction that maps real protocol runs

Our contribution.
paper are:

The novel contributions of this

• A universally composable security model for
RFID applications, described in Section §3,
that provides availability, authentication, and
anonymity guarantees. The model accommodates
the analysis of practical protocols, such as the
previously proposed O-TRAP & YA-TRAP+, described in sections §2 and §5, respectively.
• A security proof for O-TRAP within the proposed
UC-type security framework, in Section §4. The
security proof for YA-TRAP+ is similarly constructed, but not included for the sake of brevity.
• Discussions on further security properties of the
protocols, such as the extensibility of O-TRAP
and YA-TRAP+ to accommodate kill-keys while
avoiding vulnerability to side-channel attacks, on
Section §5.
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O-TRAP: an optimistic, secure 1-pass
anonymous RFID authentication protocol

Chatmon, le Van, and Burmester introduced in [13]
an RFID authentication protocol. The protocol is optimistic, i.e., the security overhead is minimal when the
parties are honest. The protocol is herein referred to as
2

O-TRAP, which stands for Optimistic, Trivial (R)FID
Authentication Protocol.
An RFID authentication system has three components: tags Ti , readers Rj , and a trusted server T S.
Tags are wireless transponders: they have no power of
their own and respond only when they are in an electromagnetic field. Readers are transceivers and generate such fields, which they use to wirelessly transmit challenges to tags. Readers may issue two types
of challenges: multicast and unicast. Multicast challenges are addressed to all tags in the range of a reader,
whereas unicast challenges are addressed to specific
tags. In our protocols below we consider both types of
challenges. Note that our multicast challenges are just
random strings, and all tags in the range of a reader Rj
are challenged with the same random string; this kind
of action is not usually counted as a communication
pass in an authentication protocol.
We shall assume that all honest tags Ti adhere to the
system specifications and the requirements of the authentication protocol. The same applies to the honest
readers Rj , and to the trusted server T S. Tags are issued with individual private keys Ki which they share
only with the trusted server T S. These keys are used
by the tags for authentication. We denote by K the set
of all authorised keys, i.e. the set of keys issued by
T S. Without loss of generality, we may assume that
these keys are chosen at random from {0, 1}τ , where
τ is a security parameter.
In our RFID authentication protocols we shall assume that honest readers Rj and the server T S are
linked by a secure communication channel (reliable
and authenticated).

2.1

Figure 1. O-TRAP. (Table L shown in Figure 2.)
t
T S sends to Rj , who broadcasts: rsys
t ,r )
1. Ti → Rj → T S : ri , h = HKi (rsys
i

Ti updates ri = HKi (ri )
T S accepts Ti (as Ti0 ) if:
t
• ∃ Ki0 : (ri , Ki0 ) ∈ L ∧ h = HKi0 (rsys
, ri ), or
t
• ∃ Ki0 ∈ K s.t. h = HKi0 (rsys , ri ).
T S updates rKi0 = HKi0 (ri ) in the lookup table L.

ri , and sends (broadcasts) to the reader Rj the MAC:
t , r ). Here H (·) is a keyed hash. We
h = HKi (rsys
i
Ki
require that {HK (·)}K be a pseudo-random function
family [17]. Ti computes the value of local string ri
by taking the MAC of its previous value, stored locally. The server T S also updates the value ri in a
local key look-table –see Figure 2. From this table,
Figure 2. The key lookup table L.

strings r1 r2
keys
K1 K 2

···
···

rn
Kn

and the value ri sent by Ti , T S can find a corresponding key Ki0 and check that the value h is that same as
t , r ). If the tag T has not been challenged by
HKi0 (rsys
i
i
an unauthorised reader, the value h will be correct. In
this case the cost for both the tag and the server is two
MACs. However, if the tag has most recently interacted with a malicious reader, the stored values will be
out-of-sync. Then T S will have to exhaustively search
through all keys K ∈ K to find the correct value and
resynchronize. Note that in the dishonest case the extra computational cost is borne out by the server and
not by the tag. In what follows, we show that O-TRAP
is a strong authentication protocol that provably hides
the identity of tags from eavesdroppers and malicious
readers without requiring the tag to ever perform expensive public-key operations. In all cases, the tag
only needs to compute two MACs to authenticate itself. In the honest case, this is also the protocol cost
for the central server.

Protocol description

We now describe O-TRAP, a 1-pass1 optimistic protocol that authenticates RFID tags anonymously. Figure 1 shows the protocol messages and how authentication checks are performed.
In this protocol, each reader Rj broadcasts a rant
dom string rsys
obtained from the server T S, and
updated at regular intervals. Each tag Ti (containt ,
ing key Ki ) in the range of Rj uses the same rsys
but will combine it with a locally generated string
1

Again, there is a step in which the reader broadcasts the same
challenge to all tags. If one counts this as a communication round
then our protocol is 2-pass.

3

adversary is allowed to schedule the actions of honest parties, eavesdrop in communications, and interact
with the environment in an arbitrary manner (Byzantine adversary).

Theorem 1 O-TRAP guarantees availability, anonymity, and secure authentication in the security
framework defined in Section §3, under the assumption
that the keyed hash function is chosen from a pseudorandom function family {HK (·)}K .

3.1
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first anonymous, strong RFID authentication protocol to be
shown secure within a comprehensive adversarial
model.
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Simulations

Initialization of honest parties. Both real and ideal
honest parties are initialized as follows. The trusted
server—symbolized by oracle OS —creates a database
of keys Ki , i = 1, . . . , n—choosing keys at random
from {0, 1}τ , where τ is a security parameter (provided as input to the initialization step). For simplicity,
we do not consider dynamic corruption of tags, though
this can be easily accommodated within our model and
proofs. Instead, the adversary is initialized with a subset of the valid keys K`+1 , . . . , Kn , and so the first
` keys correspond to honest tags. During real-world
simulations, the adversary interacts with honest tag Ti
by accessing oracle Oi , which emulates the behavior
of the honest tag with corresponding key Ki .
The initialization also requires, for each ordered
pair (i, j), 1 ≤ i < j ≤ `, that one chooses two bits
b1i,j and b2i,j , independently at random. For each triple
c
(i, j, c), with c ∈ {1, 2}, an ambivalent oracle Oi∨j
will use key Ki or Kj in the simulation, respectively,
if bci,j = 0 or bci,j = 1. The role of the ambivalent
oracles will soon be made clear.
As the simulation starts, each tag oracle or ambivalent oracle is marked as available. Each tag oracle
or ambivalent oracle independently initializes values
c at random. The server O generates a random
ri , ri∨j
S
0
value rsys which will be broadcast by readers as challenge to tags during the first server period, or simply
period. Subsequently, the adversary may cause new
periods to commence by telling OS to refresh the value
t
rsys
with a new random value, where t counts how
many periods have completed before the current one.

Security model

In this section we formalize the security definitions
for RFID protocols. The model largely follows existing paradigms for security of general-purpose network
protocols, but becomes specific to the context of RFID
applications in two aspects. First, we consider availability explicitly, capturing security against unauthorized disabling of tags directly within the model.
Secondly, we restrict concurrency by prohibiting
tags from executing more than one session at a time.
Note that this is a restriction only on individual, honest
tags—many honest tags can be executing concurrently.
In addition, readers (whether honest or corrupt), the
central server, and dishonest tags can execute multiple sessions simultaneously. Yet, the requirement that
a single honest tag can participate only in one session
at a time facilitates the design of concurrently secure
protocols. As the restriction is a mild one, and in accordance with the capabilities of RFID technology, it
is beneficial in that it enables designers of security protocols to concentrate on the crucial security aspects
and on how to balance competing interests, such as
requirements of low computational cost and low memory utilization.
Proof structure. Our proof consists of two stages.
First, we provide a mathematical description of real
protocol executions. Protocol runs in this model are
called real world simulations. Next, we describe an
idealized protocol model, wherein honest parties have
access to a trusted party (ideal functionality). Security
in the ideal world can be readily seen to follow from
the behavior of the ideal functionality in simulations.
Finally, we show that the environment cannot distinguish between real and ideal world simulations. The

3.1.1

Real simulation model

Let A be the adversary. A can internally represent
many adversarial tags T 0 (with compromised valid
keys or invalid keys) and dishonest readers R0 , but we
represent it as a single party A.
At the beginning of the simulation, the total number of tags n is provided to the adversary. The adver4

holds. If either a match is not found or the check
fails, OS searches its key database K for any Ki
t ||r). If such K is found,
such that h = HKi (rsys
i
it replies to A with 1, or 0 otherwise. OS outputs
the identity i if the authentication is successful
with key Ki , else it outputs nothing. This output
is not observed by the environment Z.

sary interacts in an arbitrary manner with the simulation environment Z. Consider a single communication
session between A and some honest party. Z maintains a notion of time—we do not require synchronized
clocks, Z only needs to discern which adversarial actions precede other adversarial actions. We now describe what types of messages can be understood by
honest parties in the real protocol simulation. We note
that, since individual tags execute sequentially, they
are not always available to initiate new communication
sessions with A, for instance if already communicating with A.

END(i): If Oi is not communicating, the call is
ignored. Otherwise, Oi becomes available,
c
as well as any Oi∨j
such that Oj is also
available.
c
END(i ∨ j, c): If Oi∨j
is not communicating,
c
the call is ignored. Otherwise, Oi∨j
becomes
c0 ,
available, as well as Oi , Oj , and any Oi∨?
0
c , for c0 ∈ {1, 2}.
Oj∨?

REFRESH(): Called by A to cause the beginning of
a new server period. OS increments the period
counter (t ← t + 1) and generates a new random
t . This value will be broadcast by honest
value rsys
readers as challenge to tags, until the beginning of
the next server period—i.e., until another call to
REFRESH() occurs.

The role of the identity-ambivalent oracles. The
c enable A to interact with parambivalent oracles Oi∨j
ties whose identity is one of two possible choices. This
enables attacks against anonymity, where A’s objec1
2
tive is to determine if Oi∨j
and Oi∨j
represent the
same or different identities. Note that the concurrencyprevention rules (enforced via the tags maintaining a
status among available, communicating, and
unavailable) are designed to prevent that A may
disambiguate the ambivalent oracles simply on the basis of availability conflicts, while at the same time preventing that a single tag executes two sessions concurrently.

START(i): If Oi is not available, this call
is ignored. Otherwise Oi changes status to
communicating with A, and all oracles of the
c are marked as unavailable.
type Oi∨?
c is not available, this call
START(i ∨ j, c): If Oi,j
c changes status to
is ignored. Otherwise Oi,j
communicating with A, and Oi , Oj become
unavailable, as well as all other oracles of
c0 , O c0 , with c0 ∈ {1, 2}.
the type Oi∨?
j∨?

SEND(i, m): If Oi is not communicating with A
this call is ignored. Otherwise, Oi responds with
the pair ri , h = HKi (m, ri ), and updates ri ←
HKi (ri ).

3.2

Security definitions

We now formally define the security goals of anonymous authentication protocols. We define a session
ses with honest tag Ti as a time-interval between the
first call to START(i) after either the beginning of the
simulation or the most recent call to END(i), and the
first subsequent call to END(i).

c is not communicating
SEND(i ∨ j, c, m): If Oi∨j
with A this call is ignored. Otherwise, let ι
c
be either i or j, corresponding to whether Oi∨j
was initialized with key Ki or Kj , respectively.
c
c ,h =
Then Oi∨j
responds with the pair ri∨j
c
c
c ).
HKι (m, ri∨j ), and updates ri∨j ← HKι (ri∨j

Availability holds when there is no efficient adversary A that during the course of the simulation, has
non-negligible probability in preventing a tag Ti from
authenticating itself to a reader Rj during a session
ses, without changing Ti ’s interaction with Rj in session ses. This should remain true even if A has interacted with Ti or T S arbitrarily in the past, perhaps

SEND(T S, m): OS parses m as a string r||h. It then
consults its lookup table for an entry of the type
(r, Ki ). If such an entry is found, OS further
t ||r), replying to A with 1
checks if h = HKi (rsys
(indicating authentication success) if the equality
5

Anonymity holds when no efficient adversaries have
non-negligibly better-than-even chances of, at any
time in the simulation, outputting a triple (i, j, b),
where 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, and either (1) b = 0 and
1
2 , or (2) b = 1 and O 1
2
Oi∨j
6= Oi∨j
i∨j = Oi∨j . The
advantage of the adversary in distinguishing Ti and
A,i∨j
Tj , AdvANON
, is defined as the difference between
winning and losing probabilities when the adversarial
guess bit equals 1:

attempting to force either or both into an inconsistent
state. Note that A is still allowed to interact with all
other honesty parties, including reader Rj , during ses.
A,Ti
The advantage advAV
LB of A in this game against Ti
is the maximum probability that T S rejects Ti in any
session.
A,Ti
advAV
LB := P rob[T S rejects Ti in ses | A only relays
between Oi and Rj during ses],

A
and advAV
LB is defined as the maximum of the
A,Ti
advAV LB , over all honest tags Ti in any session.
An important concern in regard to the management
of RFIDs is to have a kill process, in which a reader
can instruct an RFID tag to disable its functionality
permanently. Current methods for disabling EPC tags
have been recently shown ([23]) to allow an attacker
to perform a power-analysis based recovery of the killkey. Such attacks violate the above definition of availability. Our protocols can be adapted to support a killkey while still guaranteeing availability, as discussed
in Section §5.

A,i∨j
1 = O2 ]
advANON
:=P rob[(i, j, 1) ← A | Oi∨j
i∨j
1 6= O 2 ],
− P rob[(i, j, 1) ← A | Oi∨j
i∨j

and the adversarial advantage against anonymity,
A,i∨j
A
advANON
is the maximum of the advANON
over all
pairs (i, j), with i < j.
This is a unified framework because the adversary
does not need to identify, at any particular point in
the simulation, which security property it seeks to defeat. Instead, it may weigh its knowledge and adjust its
strategy during the simulation to maximize its success
in violating any of the security requirements.

Authentication holds when there is no efficient adversary that, during the simulation, succeeds with nonnegligible probability in authenticating itself to an
honest reader Rj during some session ses, and moreover: (a) The server T S believes A to have authenticated itself as tag Ti in ses; and (b) the duration interval [start-time, end-time] for session ses is disjoint
from the duration intervals of all of A’s sessions with
c
oracle Oi as well as with any ambivalent oracle Oi,j
that was initialized as Oi . We note that in this definition, A is not required to know under which identity
Ti it has succeeded in authenticating itself. Furthermore, it accommodates man-in-the-middle attacks, as
long as the attack leads to A’s acquiring knowledge
(such as keys) that can be used for subsequent authentication attempts, while ruling out scenarios in which
the adversary simply relays messages between honest
A,Ti
parties as successful attacks. The advantage advAUTH
of the adversary against authentication is simply the
probability that it succeeds.

3.2.1

Ideal simulation

Recall that we number server periods with counter t.
Within each period, the ideal functionality F maintains a database of the messages generated by all honest (non-adversarial) tags.
In the ideal simulation, honest parties are represented by the ideal functionality F. We now describe
F’s behavior in interactions between the oracles and
the ideal adversary SA —in the UC framework, the
ideal adversary SA reproduces actions of A in the real
world. We have several cases to consider, depending
on which messages SA sends to F. Initialization is
identical to real world simulations.
REFRESH(): SA causes F to start a new period t,
t , and sendgenerating a fresh random value rsys
t
ing rsys to SA . It resets its database, so that it is
empty at the start of the period.

A,Ti
advAUTH
:= P rob[ A authenticates as Ti in ses;
ses ∩ Sessions(A, Oi ) = ∅],

START(i), START(i ∨ j, c), END(i), END(i ∨ j, c):
F annotates some oracles as available,
communicating, or unavailable exactly
as in the real world simulation.

where i is the index of an honest user. The advantage
A,Ti
A
advAUTH
it the maximum of the advAUTH
over all tags
Ti .
6

abilistic polynomial time environment Z can distinguish an execution of SA in the ideal world from an
execution of A in the real world.
We accomplish this by replacing all oracle calls of
A to honest parties in the real world simulation into
identically-named calls of SA to F in the ideal world
one. We then show that Z cannot distinguish between
values returned by F in the ideal simulation form values returned by honest parties’ oracles in the real world
simulation.
First, note that calls to START(·), END(·), and REFRESH() have identical observable effects in the real
and ideal worlds.
A SEND(i, m) call by A in the real world results in Oi returning the pair r, H(Ki , m||r), where
r is a new pseudo-random value generated by Oi .
A SEND(i, m) call by SA in the ideal world results
in a true random pair of same length being returned.
These pairs are indistinguishable by Z—who does not
have the key Ki —due to the pseudo-randomness of the
function family {H(K, ·)}K .
A SEND(T S, m) call by A in the real world results
in the value 1 being returned if m can be parsed as r||h,
t ||r), for some K , i = 1, . . . , n.
where h = H(Ki , rsys
i
We distinguish two subcases:

SEND(i, m): If Oi is not communicating with
SA , F ignores the message m. Otherwise, F generates a new random value r, and returns r to SA .
t , then F also stores the pair (i, r) in
If m = rsys
its database.
c is not communicating
SEND(i ∨ j, c, m): If Oi∨j
with SA , the message m is ignored. Otherwise, F
generates random value r (returned to SA ) and if
t , it stores the triple (i ∨ j, c, r) in its
m = rsys
database.

SEND(T S, m): First, F checks if there exists a tuple
(i, m) or triple (i ∨ j, c, m) in its database. If so,
it replies to SA with the bit value 1. Otherwise,
F parses m as a string r||h. For each key Ki ,
i = ` + 1, . . . , n, F checks if h = H(Ki , st ||r).
If any match is found, it replies to SA with 1, or
0 otherwise. Finally, if authentication was successful (1 returned) for key Ki , F computes OS ’s
private output as i.

3.3

Security in the ideal simulation

Availability: If the ideal adversary makes a call to
SEND(T S, m) in period t, where m is a value ret ), then
turned by F as a result of a call to SEND(i, rsys
F returns 1.

(a) i ≤ ` (honest tags), and
(b) i > ` (adversarial tags).

Authentication: F only returns 1 if the ideal adversary SA calls SEND(T S, m) in period t, where
m was either computed as m ← r||h, where h =
t ||r), and K is an adversary-controlled key
H(Ki , rsys
i
(i > `); or if m was itself a value produced by F as an
t ) by S .
honest-tag response to a call SEND(i, rsys
A

A SEND(T S, m) call by SA in the ideal world results
in 1 if either:
(c) There is an entry of the type (i, m) or (i ∨ j, c, m)
in F’s database, where 1 ≤ i ≤ `; or
(d) m can be parsed as r||h, where h =
t ||r), for some K , where ` < i ≤ n.
H(Ki , rsys
i

Anonymity: It is obvious, as the values returned by
honest parties are generated independently at random
by F. Therefore, the ideal adversary is only able to
distinguish between parties by checking for simultaneous unavailability/availability. However, the rules
preventing concurrent execution of ambivalent oracles
and tag oracles are designed to prevent this.

4

We now consider the cases where the outcomes for A
and SA differ, and argue that these only happen with
negligible probability.
First, note that cases (b) and (d) correspond exactly. Now, suppose that case (a) occurs in the real
world, but (c) does not occur in the ideal world. In this
case, A was able to compute an authentication value
t ||r), with i ≤ `, without obtaining this
r, H(Ki , rsys
c —otherwise
from an oracle call to Oi or some Oi∨j
(c) would occur in the ideal world. This may only

Security reduction for O-TRAP

We prove this theorem by constructing, for each real
adversary A, an ideal adversary SA , such that no prob7

happen with negligible probability since A does not
have the key Ki and the function family {H(K, ·)}K
is assumed pseudo-random.
Secondly, if (c) happens in the ideal world without
(a) happening in the real world, then it follows that
some real world computation by A that does not result in a valid authentication value (in the real world)
happens to serendipitously reproduce a correct value
when executed by SA in the ideal world. Since the
ideal world values are chosen truly at random, this can
only happen with negligible probability. It follows that
(a) and (c) correspond to each other with overwhelming probability.
Finally, the authentication outcomes could be identical for A and SA and yet the authenticated identities
output by OS in the real and ideal worlds might differ. Clearly, if this happens with one of the identities
corresponding to an honest party, it would imply either a collision between outputs of two independent
pseudo-random functions (causing identity mismatch
in the real world) or that a pseudo-random function
matched a random value chosen by F (causing identity mismatch in the ideal world). Both cases can only
happen with negligible probability.
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Figure 3. YA-TRAP+
t ).
T S sends to Rj , who broadcasts (t, rsys
t ),
1. Ti → Rj → T S : ri , h1 = HK (00||t||rsys
if t > ti .
t ),
ri , h1 = HK (01||ri ||rsys
if t ≤ ti .

2. T S → Rj → Ti : ri , h2 = HK (10||ri ||t),
(optional).
– T S accepts Ti as authentic only if ∃ K ∈ K:
t )) or
(h1 = H(K, 00||t||rsys
t )).
(h1 = H(K, 01||ri ||rsys
– Ti verifies that h2 = H(K, 10||ri ||t)
– Ti sets ti = t if t > ti .

Pass 2 is optional, used by the server during a time
period when the number of attacks that occur is beyond a certain threshold and the server would like to
resynchronize the correct timestamp t for all the tags.
The optional pass is used with all tags during such a
time period so that no identity information is revealed.
When this period is over, the server may return to normal 1-pass authentication. This makes the scheme resistant to DoS while being almost as efficient as the
YA-TRAP protocol.
We obtain the following new result for YA-TRAP+,
whose proof will be provided in a full version of this
paper:

Extensions

In this section we describe a 2-pass optimistic RFID
authentication protocol, introduced in [13], that addresses most of the drawbacks of the authentication
protocols in [2, 14, 26, 15, 27], and that also thwarts
power analysis attacks. The protocol is an extension of
YA-TRAP—Yet Another Trivial Authentication Protocol, proposed by G. Tsudik [26].
We also discuss how to accommodate kill-keys in
both O-TRAP and YA-TRAP+ without introducing
side-channel vulnerabilities (such as power analysis
attacks).

5.1

(optional)

Theorem 2 YA-TRAP+ guarantees availability, anonymity, and secure authentication in the security
framework defined in Section §3, under the assumption
that the keyed hash function is chosen from a pseudorandom function family {HK (·)}K .

YA-TRAP+
5.2

We describe the extension YA-TRAP+ of YATRAP. This extension includes one extra optional pass,
to deal with large scale DoS attacks. In the first step
the tag is authenticated, whereas in the second optional
step the server authenticates the timestamp. The protocol is given in Figure 3 ([13]).

Dealing with side-channel attacks on kill-keys

Both O-TRAP and YA-TRAP+ may be extended to
accommodate kill-keys.
In the case of YA-TRAP+, the disabling mechanism
is very simple. The server executes the authentication
protocol with t > timax —known to T S—and executes
8

the extra optional step. The tag accepts t as valid, and
becomes disabled.
To accomplish the same with O-TRAP, the protocol
is modified so that each tag Ti is initialized with two
keys, the authentication tag Ki and the kill-key K̂i ,
which is computed as K̂i = HKi (fi ), for some value
fi stored by T S.
To disable Ti , T S sends a special command
KILL(r). The tag computes HKi (r), and if that
matches its stored K̂i , the tag becomes disabled. Otherwise, it does nothing.
Note that, since the value h̃ = HKi (r) is never
transmitted, a side-channel attack such as the one described in [23] would not be able to search for the correct value of K̂i simply by observing higher power
consumption for matched bits of K̂i and h̃—simply
observing a match is not useful without some knowledge about h̃. While an attacker might learn something about h̃ by using power-analysis attacks to observe steps in the computation of HK (·), if that were
possible it would likely be the case that the attacker
would have some advantage in recovering the key. Admittedly, this is an informal statement. However, we
believe it can be made rigorous using specific models
for the side-channel information leakage.
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We present a new, universally composable framework to study the security of RFID authentication protocols. Two optimistic, anonymous RFID authentication protocols, O-TRAP and YA-TRAP+ (both introduced in [13]) are proven secure in the new framework.
In addition, we propose extensions of both protocols to
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in a way that tolerates side-channel attacks.
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